As grade 6 students of 6EN we are leaders of Seabrook Primary School. As school leaders we must be good role models and set by example for the other students within the school and the wider community. In 6EN we will demonstrate the following PYP Learner Profile and Attitudes by...

We will be **risk-takers** by continuously trying new things and trying new challenges outside of our comfort zone. We will also think outside of the box.

We will show **commitment** by putting our best effort, working hard and always finish what we start. All the hard work and effort we put in now will assist us in the future.

We will be **open-minded** by listening to our peers ideas and opinions. We will accept new ideas and allow for our own creativity to show.

We will be **confident** to ask for help when needed, we wont be embarrassed to try new things even if you think you might get it wrong. In 6EN we will try not to let negative thoughts intervene and will always have a positive attitude.

We will show **cooperation** by interacting with different people in our class and outside. When working in groups we will think about whom we choose to work with and assist people that are in need.

We will be **independent** by thinking to ourselves and using our own resources. We will try to work things out by ourselves before asking for assistance. We will endeavour to make sure that we take out our books and required resources at the start of the day according to the schedule to not slow the class down.
We will show respect by being nice to each other. We will be mindful of our noise level in the classroom and always listen to the person speaking; we will always raise our hands. We will use our manners and be polite both inside and outside the classroom.

We understand that being balanced requires us to know that our brain, body and heart are all important to our personal well being. Finding the balance between school and home or after school activities, making sure that we give the same effort to both commitments. We understand that we need to eat healthy and drink plenty of water.
Consequences

In 6EN we have agreed on the following actions and consequences if the essential agreement is not followed:
- 2 verbal warnings will be given.
- Student(s) will move seats to the side of the classroom or to work in Mrs Cuthbertson room.
- Re-write the agreement that has been broken.
- Student(s) will walk with Ms Neal while on Yard duty and collect papers until satisfied.
- During our lunch or recess we will sit outside of Mrs Lockwood’s office and complete work.
  - We will sit out on Sports and/or fun activities within the class.
- Parents will be contacted by phone and the student will be taken to the Assistance Principal office.